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Custom Wooden Overtone flute with pyrodesign.

  €249.00  

                          

Custom wooden OVERTONE FLUTE (Key D, C)

Lenght: C - 60cm, D - 57cm
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• Material - elder tree 
• D key (C key available as well) 
• made by Max Brumberg, 
• Pyrography - Julia Surba 
• Presentation - Nadishana 

Price from 110 EUR (depending on artwork amount). Made by request.

Flute decoration consists of fertility symbols and symbols connected withÂ  the ritual of Kuzhebar people
called Shuol Khymat.

Shuol Khymat were usually celebrated twice a year - at spring (Ashuol Khymat) and at autumn (Yshuol
Khymat). Ancient Kuzhebar people considered the sun as a source of the great power, which can be used in
various ways. Their method of solar energy utilization is very similar to the description of photosynthesis
process. We think it???s connected with their belief that human and plant worlds are not separated, more
than humans are partly plants. It might be said that kuzhebar people had a peculiar knowledge about what
we call now photosynthesis and vitamin D fixation.

Most relevant translation of "Shuol Khymat" term is Photosynthesis Dance (capturing-solar-energy dance)

Unfortunately the complete ritual is lost, but we had used some elements of it which are still extant. Normally
the ritual had to take place in a very sunny day. It was accompanied by playing on overtone flute and by
special movements. Ancient kuzhebar people believed that flute sounds in combination with special dance
help to capture the solar energy in a most efficient way.

Vendor Information

Customer Reviews: There are yet no reviews for this product. 
Please log in to write a review.
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